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John Leckie’s remarkable career started at Abbey Road Studios in 1970 when 
he landed a job as a tape operator. He was soon working with members 
of The Beatles, and before long was engineering on Pink Floyd’s Meddle 
album sessions. Other early engineering credits included Mott The Hoople,  

    Wings and Soft Machine, before he was employed as a producer in 1975 
with Be-Bop Deluxe and made a series of albums with the band over the next 
few years. Leckie also started producing the likes of The Adverts, Magazine and 
XTC. After the latter’s 3D-E.P. he sneaked off to The Manor during his two-
week holiday and finished mixes off in free evenings at Advision. But Abbey 
Road refused to hire him out when XTC later wanted to go to The Townhouse, 
despite him having three albums and a single in the charts, so in 1978 he left 
— and thrived, producing several Simple Minds albums, the first Public Image 
Limited single and a Human League E.P. During the 80s, productions included 
three The Fall albums, and he headed abroad, including a spell in Nigeria’s EMI 
Studios. At the end of the decade he produced The Stone Roses hugely admired 
first album, and had a busy 1990s producing acclaimed albums by Kula Shaker, 
The Verve, Ride, Cast, Dr John, Radiohead’s The Bends, and a number of world 
music projects like Baaba Maal, Papa Wemba and Shivkumar Sharma. At the 
turn of the millennium he produced Muse’s debut album, and the following 
year their next album. He travelled abroad to work with Los Lobos, Longwave 
(accompanied by your humble interviewer as engineer), and My Morning 
Jacket. Further productions included Rodrigo y Gabriela, Portico Quartet, then 
in the current decade The Coral, Palma Violets, and a couple of albums with 
Bellowhead. Recently he has been working with Zak Starkey at his own studio, 
and produced a forthcoming album by The Levellers at Abbey Road, comprising 
re-recordings of career highlight tracks as acoustic versions, with strings. John 
very kindly popped over to my studio Bank Cottage for a chat and a cuppa.

Did you ever get offered a producer credit for an album you’d 
engineered?
No, I wish they’d done that for Soft Machine because on the first day, Mike 
Ratledge, who was the only original member — he played wah-wah organ, or 
fuzz organ — turned up and resigned; he said, I’m off! And it was Karl Jenkins, 
now a classical composer, who was the oboe player and trying to keep the band 
together, he had some tunes. Jim Marshall was the drummer. They’d do a take, 
stop and look up and go, ‘How was that?!’ And I’d make little arrangement 
suggestions, so after a couple of weeks you’re more or less producing, and you 
learn a lot of course.

So you didn’t insist on producer royalties?
I didn’t really think like that, no. Slowly you build up and realise, oh, that’s 
what producers do, they’re the ones that speak when the music stops. You’ve 
got to make a creative comment about the music or the performance.

Was it a wrench to leave Abbey Road when you did?
At the time I was upset, I’d worked there for eight years. Abbey Road is very 
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insular, you can make the whole record and master it, and you have all the 
backup. I’d been going elsewhere, with the Floyd in 1971 we went to AIR 
Studios with the original Neve, and Dave Harries’ Tannoy system. It was great. 
At Abbey Road there were no Shure mics, so when I went to other studios I was 
fascinated to see an SM58, and I used to think it was a more American sound. 
I’d never seen a Urei 1176. We just had Fairchild, Altec, the TG compressor 
and GainBrains.

How was the Neve compared to the TG?
It was totally different. The EQ and routing was different, but you learn all that, 
it was dead easy. But the main thing was the shaping with the EQ, because 
the TG is very broad, smooth and you have to put a lot in to make a change 
— you’ll go through two or three channels, you can go out and back in again 
at the flick of a switch and rack up the same EQ ... All you can do is +6 at 
10k and +4 at 4.2 just to make the curve smaller or something. But the Neve 
EQ was a godsend, a whole new universe of doing things. But I also worked 

at The Manor, and Advision which had a Quad Eight desk, which was even 
smoother, all aluminium, fantastic, everything on the EQ was full-on, you still 
couldn’t hear it!

Who did you learn from?
My mentor was Peter Bown who I think started at Abbey Road before the 
war! By the time I worked with him he was really old, 40 or 45 or something! 
But he’d done lots of stuff ... Piper At The Gates Of Dawn. He took over from 
Norman Smith and did Beatles things. He just let me do things, go home early 
and leave the session to me — quite early on. I was terrified. But you just 
handled it, that’s how you learned. Phil McDonald and Tony Clark too.

Most of those guys didn’t produce but stayed as engineers, why 
didn’t you?
I suppose they were older than me and still doing sessions, and they could do 
any session — they had to call Peter Bown back to do opera. He was used to 
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doing it on four track; two tracks of orchestra and two tracks of singers and 
soloists mixed together. Massive operas. I tape-opped on some of those kinds 
of things but it was a totally different world.

Is it an advantage perhaps that you are a fan, seeing things from an 
audience perspective?
I like to think that! I like to think I’m the perfect listener because to me it’s magic 
how someone can play and sing even, drummers and show-off guitarists, I 
think it’s fantastic.

Presumably you came into the business as a 
music fan but then learned how to listen?
If I was running a Tonmeister course one of the first 
lessons would be how to listen. Maybe listen to a Beatles 
track and ask, what are you hearing, where is the bass 
drum? Was it their intention to make the drums sound 
like that? Sometimes it’s about listening. I’d spend a lot 
of time with students, listening to where the voice is 
situated, and take in all different types of music.

Do you have strong opinions on song structures, 
and what guides those…?
Yeah, knowing how you can make drastic changes by 
halving a verse or halving the first chorus. What are we 
going to do for an intro? Hang on a minute, don’t have 
an intro, come straight in with the chorus! Those ideas 
suddenly come to you, but they’re also part of your 
arsenal.

There is almost a standard pop structure ...
You learn that by being a tape-op. Having to be on case 
and know where the second verse is, whether there’s two 
bars of four bars before it, or whether it comes straight 
in. One of the things of tape-op training is spotting those 
things quickly, because you hear the song once through 
and they go, oh can I hear the second verse again? And 
with pride in your work, you will go straight to it.

You’ve been held in high esteem by several generations of music 
makers, why do you think that is?
I don’t know; because I make good records I guess! I get good results and I 
choose good people to work with. I’ve been lucky enough to have a reputation, 
each record has led on from the previous. And I might have produced some 
rubbish, but I’ve been careful who I choose to work with. I’d rather not work 
than work with something that I know is not going to entertain me. I like to 
be entertained — even if you’re sitting there just mixing, you want the music 
to make you feel good. 
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What would Bellowhead’s album have been like if you hadn’t been there?
Knowing them and what they’d told me about previous records, they wouldn’t 
have got it finished. It would have been a massive rush. And they would have 
recorded it all separately to a click, which was how they were doing the other 
records. I went, why are you doing it to a click? They all looked at each other and 
went, yeah, why are we doing it to a click?! Because live, they’re fantastic, the 
records sold on the back of their live performance. How would it be different? Well, 
the job would get done with me there, and you’ll still advise them on takes, and 
you’ll choose the takes together. Because there are eleven of them, they all want 
to be democratic, no-one wants to take command, so that’s why they hired me. 
We would do a take and discuss it, technical things, and the final decision would 
be with me — even down to how to record it. I more or less insisted on recording 
everything together — including the backing vocals, so you got the cello player 
doing a backing vocal as she’s playing – what’s the problem? And at the end of 
the day you feel like you’ve achieved something, and everyone has a great event 
and memorable occasion in the studio, rather than it being a real chore.

Your core knowledge is American rock and roll, but you’ve also done 
world music like Baaba Maal, how did those projects happen?
That goes back to Abbey Road because one artist we did was Fela Kuti from 
Nigeria because he was on EMI. And I went out to Lagos in the early 80s and 
after that came Baba Maal in Senegal, recording with a generator, and Papa 
Wemba at Real World. I approached these as a listener. Baaba Maal had done 
stuff with techno loops in the 90s and to me it wasn’t Africa, it didn’t really get 
a picture in my mind of Africa. I looked at studios in Dakar but kept thinking, 
why are we in this dark, dingey studio when we can be out in the country. So 
we went out to the house, there was no electricity, but I said, we can just do it 
here — this can be the control room, we’ll record in the garden on the sand. The 
record is all acoustic, it’s a village record rather than an urban thing.

Is it a different set of rules for arrangements?
Well, you don’t count the bars, but when it gets boring, you say so. You make 
suggestions, like, it’s a bit long before the vocal comes in isn’t it? You bluff your 
way around it. And again, you make the session move, don’t get too bogged 
down in things, being able to get a result quite early on. Everyone wanted to 
come and play on it. Actually there were lots of songs done to a click, with kora 
and acoustic guitar, and we’d overdub.

You worked a lot at Sawmills  
in the 90s ...
In the 90s I did Stone Roses’ Fools Gold, 
Cast, Ride, Muse, and it’s still there. The 
window looks out on the creek and it’s 
about the same size as this [Bank Cottage 
Studio], it’s just right really, although it 
would be nice to have a bigger room to 
record in. But it’s the location. Nowadays 
the equipment is kind of standard, what 
you need to make a record, and it’s all 
about the environment.

Did it suit the Muse album?
No, it didn’t actually! Because they were 
after a much bigger sound. We used one or two of the tracks they’d recorded 
here, but we went to RAK Studio 1 for most of it, then back to Sawmills for 
overdubs — we’d have the amps lined up, it’s alright for overdubs. But for the 
big drum sound or when you want the band where they’re not cramped you 
can go elsewhere. The second Muse album Origin Of Symmetry was done in 
different places. A lot was done at Real World in the big room, the wood room, 
and also Astoria, David Gilmour’s boat. Again, it’s about the size of this [Bank 
Cottage Studio], it’s all you need really. Muse were young and enthusiastic, 
Matt can just play stupid guitar and stupid piano — you’d have to drag him off 
the piano because he’d be on there all the time. 

Tell us about the backwards things on the Stone Roses album ...
One of the things about the Stone Roses is the backwards stuff, because at 
the time I was still fascinated by turning the tape over and doing all the tracks 
differently, it instantly made it a different piece of music, a different image in 
your head, all the silly German and Swedish lyrics, which the Stone Roses 
got off on. What Ian Brown heard in the backward lyrics, he’d then write as 
forward lyrics. There’s a song Don’t Stop, ‘Isn’t it funny the way you cry’ or 
something, which is Waterfall — the lyric backwards sounded like that, so you 
put a forward bass drum or beat on it, mix the good bits, when it goes whoosh 
you leave that in. People don’t do it so much now, although you can do it at a 
click of a button ... the inspiration you can get from that! n
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